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[A] (Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking)

In India, the problem of housing has reached gigantic proportions. Though we have

managed to confront the other problems that faced us, somehow housing is one that has

not been tackled as it should have been. Various legislations were enforced / to ease the

situation but instead they have only worsened the problem. Other countries have managed

to house their citizens or have tried and have been successful to do so to some extent.

But in India, the housing crisis is // aggravating day by day. Besides these legislations, we

have to consider certain other aspects of our society and our economic structure that

aggravates the situation. In India, when we view the housing problems we have to tackle

it from different /// angles. If we look at the rural areas, we see the quality of housing is

in a great need of upgradation. A look at the situation in rural areas reveals that basic facilities

and amenities like water, electricity, sanitation, etc. //1// are missing.

In urban areas due to migration and rapid urbanisation, slums and squatter settlements

have grown up. Here it is the question of housing those living in illegal temporary shelters

and in overcrowded homes. The population explosion has aggravated /  the problem in

both the rural and urban areas. Besides these factors, the Government has not been able

to add the required number of housing units to keep pace with rapid urbanisation and

population growth. Thus, a number of housing // units that are required is going up each

year. Housing is a State subject but the Union Government is responsible for the formulation
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of the national housing policy. Under the 20 point programme, certain social housing

schemes are covered. /// The policy is to be formulated on the lines of those schemes so

that they can be effectively and efficiently implemented. The State Government then

implements these schemes according to its own requirements and plan priorities. According

to a recent survey //2// developing countries like India should put up atleast a good number

of dwelling units each year for its population for the next few decades. This should only

curb further worsening of the housing crisis. This means that at present the / housing

shortage runs into millions and considering our rapid population growth it will increase at

a tremendous rate.

The preamble to the national housing policy states that shelter is a basic human need.

Being such an important part of human // settlements it is closely linked to the overall socio

economic development. Besides being a place to live in, it fulfills many important social

needs of household. Housing is not only a consumption commodity but also a productive

investment. It serves /// several purposes and functions. It helps to promote economic

activity and at the same time enables us to achieve several national policy goals. Housing

performs such functions as it provides shelter and is thus able to raise the quality of

//3// life. It helps to create economic activity by providing substantial employment

opportunities, it acts as a motivating force to generate voluntary savings and creates

condition conducive to achieve the goals in the health, sanitation and education sectors.

The basic objectives / of the policy are to stimulate people, in particular the homeless and

the inadequately housed and secure for themselves affordable shelter. This can be done

by giving them access to land, material, technology and finance. The housing situation in

our // country can be overcome if the population growth is checked. This can be done

through proper education of the masses. If employment opportunities are created in the

rural areas and if in these rural areas, the living conditions are made /// bearable by the

provision of water, electricity, shelter and sanitation etc. then the migration to urban cities

can be checked to some extent. This does not mean that migration will stop but at the

same time will only be controlled. //4//

[An interval of two minutes]
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[B] [Marks : 45 + 5 for note taking]

Dear Cooperator,

The Board of Directors of Sun Rise Cooperative Bank Ltd. have great pleasure

in presenting to you 52nd annual report with the audited balance sheet and profit and

loss account for the period ended 31st March / 2009. This will be the first year since

the annual report relates to a period of nine months in view of the changes made by

the Government of India in the financial year which will hereafter // and on 31st March

instead of 30th June every year.

The momentous and historic changes in the country’s economic, financial and

industrial policies initiated during the previous year continued during the period under

review with vigour. Far reaching changes /// in policy framework had been introduced

relating to industrial licences, import of goods and technology, foreign participation, setting

up of new units or mergers or expansion of existing units, etc. Further policy action

was taken on the same direction and //1// administrative control was relaxed to a large

extent as part of the central budget presented in Parliament. Many revolutionary changes

in the country’s economic policies in terms of convertibility of the rupee, relaxation of

the capital issues regulations etc. Were also / introduced. All these measures are likely

to give a great impetus to investment and unleash the entrepreneurship forces for the

country’s growth. The winds of change have started blowing freely over the country

and are beginning to remove the // smog of controls.

Deposits of our bank had reached the level we expected. The growth was despite

the stiff competition from mutual funds. Schemes of National Savings Organization, Unit

Trust of India and removal of ceiling on rate of interest /// on debentures issued by

companies, etc. Over and above, the facility so far allowed to primary cooperative banks

for allowing discretion of additional rate of interest not exceeding one per cent in savings

and term deposits was curtailed. Furthermore, the Central //2// Government budget

proposed tax deduction at source on interest income over Rs. 2500 per year and levy
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of interest tax on the banks. Both these provisions have been subsequently withdrawn

in the current year’s budget. These measures / had affected adversely the deposit

mobilisation by banks and large scale diversion of funds took place from bank deposits

to other type of investment. In conformity with all round efforts to curb advances with

a view to containing the simmering // inflationary pressures within the economy, the bank

restricted growth of advances and focussed on consolidation rather than expansion.

Changes in the systems so as to simplify the procedures and follow up recovery of

overdues attracted more attention.

It may be /// observed that in rupee terms, there was an increase in the turnover

during the year under review. Prima facie this was quite impressive, particularly because

the previous accounting year covered our operations only for nine months. At the same

time //3// it has to be admitted that two successive devaluations of the rupee at the

begining of the year contributed to this larger turnover  to a great extent. In the context

of the liberalised industrial and trade policies of the Government of / India. Exchange

Control Regulations are being progressively relaxed by the Reserve Bank of India.

Chairman, Managing Director and members of the Board of Directors as well

as members of the Branch Advisory Boards took active interest in the training

programmes // of the Institute. Chairman and the Directors took sessions in training

programmes in their specialized fields.

The Board of Directors record their appreciation of the valuable services rendered

by Managing Director and his team of executives and members of the /// staff at all

levels who made it possible for the Bank to record another successful year of impressive

performance. The Board also places on record its appreciation of the services rendered

by the members of the Local Advisory Boards. //4//

_______________


